
Game Rules 
6th, 7th & 8th Grade Girls 

Boys: 29.5 size 7 Official ball/ Girls: 28.5 size 6 modified ball 

2018 Season:  

 
 All players must play at least half of the game. No player may play an entire half and sit for 

entire half. 

 If the number of players gives the coach no choice, some players will have to play more 

than two quarters. With 10 players on a team, everyone MUST play 2 quarters (Quarters 

being 10 minutes in length considering a 40-minute game). Substitution rules are attached 

for more information. 

 Even on a 10 person team, players should not play an entire half, and then sit an entire 

half. The clock stops between halves for substituting, so making sure players don’t sit for an 

entire half should not be a problem. 

 There will be no substituting other than the designed time stops, unless there is an injury. 

 The clock will stop during the last two minutes of the second half on all whistles unless a 

team is leading by 20 points or more. 

 All teams are given two, 60-second timeouts per game. If the game goes to one overtime 

period, one timeout will be earned. 

 The overtime period will be 2:00 in length with the clock stopping on all whistles, out of 

bounds plays, etc. If tied after the two minutes it will then be sudden death. The first team 

to score wins the game. 

 Players will shoot free throws on all shooting fouls called during the game. The clock will not 

stop unless under the 2 minute mark of both the first half and the end of the game. 

 At the seventh team foul of each half, a “one-and-one” will be earned at the free throw line 

in a bonus situation for the player who was fouled. At 10 team fouls, a double-bonus will 

take effect, giving the fouled player two shots. This rule directly correlates with modified 

rules. 

 Each game will be played in two, 20-minute halves. The clock will stop automatically at the 

five-minute mark of each half for substitutions. If a player is in the act of shooting and the 

clock sounds, the basket will not count unless it was release before the buzzer. The 

rebounding team will maintain possession after the stoppage in play. 

 There will be a 25-point lead rule that if either team goes up by more than 25 

points, the scoreboard goes off until the start of the next half. Books will continue to be 

kept at the scorer’s table. The scorer will note the halftime score, and the scores will be 

reset to zero at the start of the second half. 

 High school modified rules apply, however, in YMCA youth basketball, the 3-point field goal 

is honored. Any player making a basket from behind the arc WILL be awarded three (3) 

points. 

 Players are able to foul out after committing six (6) personal fouls. The reason for 

this rule is to prevent fouling on purpose late in games and to help better prepare 

the older kids for playing basketball at the next level. 

 

Defense 

 NO ZONE DEFENSES 

 Players must maintain an arms distance from the player they are guarding. 

 Switching on screens is allowed, but no obvious double-teaming will be permitted. 

 Teams will be allowed to run a man-to-man press the entire game but cannot 

pick up man below the backcourt free-throw line until the last 2 minutes of 

each half. During the final 2 minutes of each half, a full court press is allowed. 

 Pressing is not allowed if the pressing team is ahead by > 10 points.                                


